
TRIPODS
tactical tripods and tripod masts for fast deployment



Tripods and tripod masts can be used for 
several applications instead of small masts. 
Tripods are applicable, for example to 
mountain top link applications as well as 
deploying a communication system on 
rooftops in urban areas. This makes 
tripods excellent choice for temporary 
communication networks in rescue, police, 
defence, fi refi ghting and temporary lighting 
applications.

Mastsystem offers a wide range of tripods and tripod masts with various 
top load and height capabilities.

Tripods are made of glass fi bre composite material. Tripod legs are 
telescopic, and sections are pushed out and locked in place with 
mechanical latches. Tripods are quick to deploy, and they provide 
excellent pointing accuracy for heavy narrow beam antennas. Tripods 
can also handle inertial loads. 

ACCESSORIES AND ANCILLARIES
- antenna brackets
- guying accessories

TRIPODS

Masts listed above are examples. Other lengths with different top load specifi cations are available 
at request. 

Mastsystem Intʼl Oyʼs quality – and environmental management system fulfi ls the requirements of 
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and AQAP 2110 standards. Masts and accessories have been proven to meet the 
environmental requirements in accordance with the MIL-STD 810 and DEF STAN 00-35.

mast type tripod 
tp37

tripod
tp44

tripod 
tm58

tripod 
tp58

tripod 
mast 
tm58

extended height (m) 1,6 1,80 3,5 5,0 6,0

transportation length (m) 1,1 0,65 1,2 1,7 1,9

vertical top load (kg) 30 15 15 10 5

wind area CxA (m²) 0,2 0,4 0,2 0,2 0,1

operational wind speed (m/s) 20 15 15 15 15

mast weight (kg) 7 6 13 15 10

accessories weight (kg) 3 3 3 3 3

mast type tripod 
tp37

tripod
tp44

tripod 
tm58

tripod 
tp58

tripod 
mast 
tm58

extended height (m/ft) 1,6/5,2 1,8/5,9 3,5/11,5 5/16,4 6/19,7

transportation length (m/ft) 1,1/3,6 0,65/2,1 1,2/3,9 1,7/5,4 1,9/6,2

vertical top load (kg/lb) 30/66,1 15/33,1 15/33,1 10/22 5/11

wind area CxA (m²/ft²) 0,2/2,2 0,4/4,3 0,2/2,2 0,2/2,2 0,1/1,1

operational wind speed (m/s / mph) 20/44,7 15/33,6 15/33,6 15/33,6 15/33,6

mast weight (kg/lb) 7/14,3 6/13,2 13/28,7 15/33,1 10/22,0

accessories weight (kg/lb) 3/6,6 3/6,6 3/6,6 3/6,6 3/6,6
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Standard Tripod systems


